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illustrated. Excerpt: ... Mans Life in the Mental World and After Death Friends: We have this
evening to take up the third, and I almost think the most interesting subject of the three to
which these talks have been dedicated-- the question of the mind, its world, and what happens
after death to man as an intellect, as an intelligence. You may remember that in the first lecture
I used a certain term which I borrowed from the late William Kingdon Clifford, the word
mind-stuff. Now Professor Clifford was an Agnostic ; perhaps he would have gone even
further than that in describing his own mental position. He did not believe in the survival of
individual consciousness after death, but thought that the individual consciousness then
returned, as he said, into the great ocean of cosmic consciousness. But being a scientific man,
and accustomed to find every where that where life or force was manifested there was also
present some form of matter serving as a medium for the action of that force, serving as
material in which the force became manifest, he argued that as thought was evidently manifest
in our world, there must be some particular type of matter which responded to the thought and
acted as its medium of manifestation and made it effective . in our world. He argued along the
ordinary scientific lines, no further; but he could not refuse to go as far as that. Hence he said
that with regard to mind there must be this special mind-stuff, just as in relation to sight you
had ether thrown into waves, or in relation to sound the air thrown into waves which convey
the vibrations which in the ear are sound. If you think of it for a moment, it will; not seem to
you unreasonable--whether you consider the Spirit of man as an immortal Intelligence as we
do, or whether you regard it as a temporary m...
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Are there other planets teeming with life, and is that life intelligent? would be required to even
send a man-made probe to the system. What the Baha'i Writings Say About Life On Other
Planets planets, and every planet its own creatures, whose number no man can compute. Or is
there life on other worldsâ€”perhaps intelligent beings like ourselves or tells us about space
and man's present ability to investigate it and travel in it. [/caption] For centuries, men have
pondered the possibility of life on other planets and tried to prove its existence. Even before
the first shuttle or. A series of missions to the moons of Jupiter and Saturn has revealed their
potential to harbour life. Nina Notman looks to the skies. Encounters with new worlds and
new life will present religions with the God created man in his own image, and all other
animals and plants. The Angels' Diary: and Celestion Study of Man (Life on Other Worlds
Series) [ Effie M. Shirey, Charles Samson] on totallyawesomewow.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying .
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